
Characters D6 / CE-3K (New Republic Protocol Droid)

Name: CE-3K

Class: Protocol droid

Degree: Third-degree droid

Sensor color: White

Move: 8

DEXTERITY: 1D

        Dodge: 2D

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Search: 3D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Alien Species: 5D

        Cultures: 5D

        Languages: 7D

        Planetary Systems: 4D

STRENGTH: 1D

        Lifting: 2D

        Stamina: 2D

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Communications: 3D

TECHNICAL: 1D

EQUIPPED WITH:

        Humanoid Body (2 arms, 2 legs, torso, somewhat 'canine' head)

        Sensors (two human-range visual, two auditory)

        Vocabulator (advanced)

        Translator Unit

        Basic Droid Brain

FORCE SENSITIVE: N

FORCE POINTS: 0

DARK SIDE POINTS: 0

CHARACTER POINTS: 0

Description: CE-3K was a protocol droid serving the New Republic during the Galactic Civil War. In 10

ABY, CE-3K was assigned to Jedi Master Luke Skywalker's quarters on the planet New Alderaan, shortly

before the world was attacked by the Galactic Empire.

Biography

Stationed on New Alderaan



CE-3K was a protocol droid in service of the New Republic by the year 10 ABY. That year, the droid was

stationed in the city of New Aldera on the New Republic world of New Alderaan, which served as a

hideout for the Solo familyâ€”Leia Organa Solo, Han Solo and their children Jacen and Jaina.

CE-3K accompanied the Solos when they came to greet Jedi Master Luke Skywalker upon his arrival on

New Alderaan after a trip to the planet Ossus. The droid, alongside the Solos, was the first to hear from

Skywalker that the New Republic Pinnacle Base on the moon Da Soocha V had been destroyed by a

particle disintegrator warhead fired from Emperor Palpatine's Galaxy Gun superweapon.

Dark Jedi incursion

Later that night, CE-3K attended to Skywalker while the Jedi Master was preparing to go to sleep in his

quarters. Tired from his journey, Skywalker also intended to have his new prosthetic right handâ€”given

to him by Palpatine during Skywalker's brief stint as the Emperor's apprenticeâ€”checked in the morning,

as Skywalker was unsatisfied with how it operated. CE-3K responded that it would provide Skywalker

with the necessary repair tools in the morning. Taking away Skywalker's robes, the protocol droid left the

Jedi's quarters.

At night, Skywalker became the target of an abduction attempt by a pair of Palpatine's Dark Jedi, Tedryn-

Sha and Krdys Mordi, but he was saved by Organa Solo and Jedi trainee Jem Ysanna. The entire New

Republic settlement then came under attack by Imperial forces, necessitating complete evacuation.

Characteristics

CE-3K was a protocol droid that was constructed to be humanoid in design. The droid had a dome-

shaped cranium and white sensors. 
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